Langdale Gems: Pavey Ark (above Jack’s Rake)

Lakeland Revival 2017
“Aw’reet”, Pavey Ark: Coati 61m VS 4b
Approach: 55 mins

Coati

61m

VS 4b

***

PI: RM Biden, CHarrod 29 August 2011
P2&3: RM Biden, N Harvey (alt),P Reader 17 April 2011

Start about 12m right of Gwynne's Chimney
where the steep wall above is split by a groove.
1 18m 4b Scramble up to a block ledge at the
foot of the groove and climb this, steep but
with some satisfyingly good holds, exiting
rightwards onto the rib at the top. Step up and
move back left to a small ledge and belays.

Stroll up the true left side (right as
you face it) of the stream that falls
from Stickle Tarn, skirt the left side
of this and head to the base of the
crag. Scramble up Jack’s Rake to
where the angle eases and you pass
a prominent Rowan Tree on your
left. Just before a short awkward
step there is a chimney on the right
(Green route 39 on topo, Gwynne’s
Chimney). Start 12m right of this
chimney.
Descent
Either by Jack’s Rake or the large
scree gully on the right side of the
crag. Either way is painful in tight
rock shoes!

2 22m 4b A narrow slab leads rightwards to a
ledge at the right-hand end of this wall where
an innocuously-awkward bulge guards entry to
the easier-angled right-facing corner above.
Once over, step up and pull round left into a
parallel narrow corner. Step up and pull round
left again into another parallel groove that
fades immediately into a crack-line up the slab.
Climb this to a spike at the top, which is used to
swing down right around the rib and across to
belay at a large jammed flake in a ramp-like
groove line.
3 21m 4b Step off the jammed flake and pull
onto the right wall of the right-facing corner
above. The angle eases quickly but then
steepens dramatically. Bridge up the corner on
good holds to reach flakes that lead rightwards
into the final left-facing corner, which is
followed to the top. Nut belays in the slab
behind.
Easy scrambling leads to the summit.

Langdale Gems: Pavey Ark (above Jack’s Rake)

Coati – the red line numbered 37 starting at
Warning
You climb at your own risk. You are the sole judge of conditions, the suitability of any chosen route, the
ability of the party and you take sole responsibility for your actions. Climbing is a dangerous activity
carrying the risk of serious injury or death. If you climb the presumption is that you are aware of and accept
these risks together with responsibility for your activities and your safety. There can be no presumption
that any given climb will be found in the condition described. It is therefore essential that climbers judge
the seriousness or difficulty of any route before committing themselves. While every effort is made to
present accurate information, the information provided on this route card is compiled from a number of
sources, it may contain errors and so should not be relied upon. Neither the FRCC, Arc’teryx nor anyone
involved with the production of this card can be held responsible for any omissions or mistakes, nor liable
for any personal or third party injuries or damage, howsoever caused, arising from its use. Copyright FRCC,
may not be reproduced without prior permission

